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Ekrem Causevic. 1996. Gramatika suvremenoga turskog jezika. [A grammar
of the contemporary Turkish language]. Zagreb: Hrvatska Sveucilisna
Naklada, pp. i~xiv + 553.
This is one of the most detailed grammars of Modem Turkish. it contains a
Foreword (vii), an introductory chapter on Turkish and affiliated Turkic
languages (Turkish within the Turkic language Family, ix~xiii), notes on the
alphabet (Turkish Alphabet, 1~3), the main grammatical part (5~525), a
bibliography (Sources and Literature, 527 ~30), an index of suffixes,
auxiliaries and grammatical terms (Index of Morphemes, W ords and
Notions, 532~422) and Contents (543~53). On page 526, there is a table of
Ist person singular finİte verb forms (and one imperative form konuş
'speak') with the equivalent Turldsh terms and references to paragraphs.*
The basic grammatical part is composed of the following large chapters:
Phonetics and Phonology (5~53), Morphology with Elements of Syntax (i.e.
morphosyntax, 55~448) and Syntax (449~525).
As the author says in the foreword, many Bosnian publishers wanted to
. publish the present book, a product of the Sarajevo Turcological School, but
fate decreed otherwise and it has been published in Croatia in Croatian. We
all know the reasons. Ekrem Causevic, now associated with Zagreb
University, for many years worked on his grammar in the Department of
Oriental Studies at the University of Sarajevo.
With regard to Turlde languages, Causevic advocates the opinion that
they share a common grammatical structure and basic vocabulary. He says
that the number of Turlde languages exceeds 20. These languages are sub~
divided into four groups: 1 South~Eastem (Uzbek, Modem Uighur) 2
South~Westem (Turkish, Azeri, Turkmen, Gagauz) 3 North~Westem
(Karaim, Kumuk, ·Karachai~Balkar, Tatar, Bashkir, Kazakh, Karakalpak,
Kirghiz and Noghai) and 4 North~Eastem (Khakas, Altai and Tuvan). He
also points to three isolated languages: Yakut, Chuvash and Khalach.

*

The total number of all compatible finite verb forms is considerably greater. Many
of them may be found in Demircan 's list II. B of reduplicated verb forms (Demircan
1988: 260-64).
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Then Causevic briefly outlines the Turldc peoples, among whom he also
mentions those whose languages have been left out of the above
classification: Crimean Tatars, Salars and Saryg Yughurs. The Turldc peoples, he writes, inhabit a vast territory which spreads out from Poland and
Romania to the Mediterranean, from Iran to Mongolia and China. Nearly all
these peoples confess Islam, except for the Altais who are partly Sunnite
Muslims, pa,rtly Orthodox Christians, partly Lamaists; the Yakuts who are
Orthodox Christians and Shamanists; the Chuvash and the Gagauz who both
are Orthodox Christians and the Tuvans who confess Lamaism. To this, we
should add the Saryg Yughurs, Salars, Kborasan Turks, Shors, Karaghais
(Tofalars), Chulyms and the Baraba.
The "Turkish Alphabet" section provides the pronundation of letters,
something often neglected in grammars and dictionaries. This section then
discusses some difficult instances of pronundation. Emphasis ıs placed on
the use of the apostrophe, circumflex and inconsistendes in the written
standard.
"Phonetics and Phonology" is discussed ~n one section indifferently.
Among the vowels, 8 short and 3 long ones are presented (7). The long
vowels are traditionallr accounted for as Arabic and Persian loans.
However, as is pointe4/ort by recent studies (e.g. Underhill 1986: 10; van
der Hulst and van de Weıjer 1991: 12-13) any vowel preceding /ğ/ > /0/ in
syllable final position becomes long. Thus, Turkish has in fact 8 newly
arisen, position-restricted long vowels in' addition to 8 short vowels of the
earlier inventory. However, it must be noted that this phonological change
did not escape CauseviC' s attention, who presents such minimal pairs as arı :
ağrı 'bee : pain', dedi: değdi 'said: touched', doru: doğru 'pick : straight;
right' etc. (14), a1though he does not transfer them to the inventory.
On discussing the quality of vowels, Causevic compares a e o u i to the
corresponding Croatian vowels, while 1 is referred to the Croatian shwa as in
krpa 'cloth', ü and ö to the similar German sounds (7). As for the
consonants, it is to remark that Tur. strong occlusives have aspirated
allophones, as demonstrated by Selen (1979: 77).
This section also deals with phonological processes, such as vowel
deletion, e.g. burun> burnu 'hislher nose' (9), voicing (25), lenition (26)
and vowel harmony (28-33r Not all the processes are discussed, e.g.
typical consonant lenition from an affricate to a fricative, as in geçtim>
[ge5tim] , Necdet> [ne3det], discussed by Aksan (1978: 43). After this, each
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of the 8 vowels is exemplified in words in all the positions in which it
occurs. For example, the author says that the high variant of ı is pronounced
word-finally when stressed, as well as in the vicinity of IL nı (11). Then
Causevic passes on to the restrictions of vowel distribution and gives some
exceptions to the rules.
As regards the consonants, he points out that some linguists, in addition
to the 21 consonants represented by their corresponding graphemes, take a
few variants for phonemes (15-16; 22-23). At this point, Causevic should
have mentioned the optional fricative variant of Iri which in standard Turkish
is becoming the basic variety of this phoneme (cf. Demircan 1979: 75, in
whose view this is aiready the case in segment-final position; and Knimsky
1990: 318). Much space is devoted to stress, which is a long-debated subject
in Turkish linguistics (cf. Lees 1961: 41-50; Dnderhill 1986: 11-12; 1988;
Konrot 1987: 3-12). Two paragraphs are devoted to intonation. Causevic
distinguishes several kinds of stress: melodie, dynamic (expiratory) and
secondary dynamic (43). The stress depends on many factors; inCıuding
word class, number and type of suffixes, function of word, phrase and
sentence. From this point of view, Causevic makes a distinction between
word, phraseological and syntagmatic stress as well as the accent of a
sentence. To illustrate the relevance of prosodie features, Causevic provides
substantionally identical word sequences distinguished by stress (47-49).
Outside the "Phonetics and Phonology" section, the author does not
provide the phonetic characteristics for many forms where the pronunciation
differs from the spelling. For example, the verbs with the -acak suffix, such
as gidecek, kalacak, ölecek and bulacak are very often pronounced gidicek,
kaZıcak, ölücek and bulucak. With personal suffixes of 1st SING and PL,
theyare normally contracted to one-syllabic morphemes, e.g. gelicez for
geleceğiz, kalıcam for kalacağım.
CauseviC' s terminology is traditiona!. For example, he uses the term
"morphology of declension", although he explains the nature of agglutination when saying that Turkic language s are agglutinative (58-59). Words
are subdivided into 11 classes: nouns, adjectives, pronouns, numetals,
verbs, adverbs, postpositions and postposition-like words (quasi postpositions), conjunctions, interjections and onomatopoeics (59). Also
traditional is the terminology of verb categories. Some old terms are
obscure, as "future perfekta" 'future of perfect; future perfect' which has no
reference to any grammatical category and, as is clear from the discussion
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below, indicates intention, need or supposition. In some instances, traditional European terminology is completely inadequate for Turkish, such as
eongrnence, particularly in the case of predicate-subject reletionship (466).
Despite this, the majority of the author's explanations on use are extensive
and accurate (e.g. the explanation of the difference between -di and -miştir,
-303) and his grammatica1 findings go well with the "revised" or "revisited"
trends in modem Turkish studies.
The semantic categories of nouns are presented in detaiL. For instance,
eight semantic classes are assigned to the datiye (81-84). References are
made to other sections in which the dative is also discussed, e.g. to the
section on causative verbs. Among "grammatical" cases, the accusative is
said to be marked when the object or referent is determined, concretized,
individualized, suppositive or when it denotes a class of objects (93-95).
Instrnmental and equative are discussed among the secondary case suffixes
(99-104). The section on nouns deals with the noun phrase (106-11) and
possessive constrnctions (110-24). Among the latter, Causevic distinguishes
between the real possessive (e.g. Bu zavallı kadın.ın iki kızı 'two girls of this
poor woman') and the partitive (evin penceresi 'the window of the house').
it is good that Causevic avoids the obscure and ambiguous term "izafet".
The section on personal pronoun "declension" includes the 6 traditional
cases (N, G, D, ACC, L, ABL), though in remarks we find notes on the
instrnmental (benimle 'with me' versus onlarla 'with thern'), and equative
(bence, sence, onca, bizce, sizce, onlarca 'according to me, you himlher
etc.'). The author does not go into a discussion whether these are clitics or
something else. There is also aremark on the personal pronouns suffixed
with the adjectivalladverbial suffix -LI and -sIz. In the author's view, the
forms bizler and sizler express 1 close relationship, e.g. bizler 'people like
we; people similar to us' 2 (in sizler) more individuals addressed and 3
exceptional reverence towards a collocutor. A cross-reference is given to
paragraph 185 on noun case "declension".
He points out that the suffix -ki after the genitive -(n)in + ki has an
anaphorie function (147). As for anaphora, we fınd detailed information on
the distinction between kendi and 0(166-68).
it is hard to contend with the author who terms the determiner her a
pronoun (zajemnica, 161). In fact, her, in contrast to other pronouns which
are semantically independent words, may never stand alone. You cannot say
*her geldi (but kimse gelmedi; biri geldi etc. 'nobody has come; somebody
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has come'). Her does not take suffixes, *herimiz, *here. These features
show that her can only be a determiner. The same holds true of bir (155-57)
andfalan (162-63) which should be treated as indefinite determiners. This is
proved by the fact that the sentence Akşama doğru bir köye yaklaştık
'toward evening, we approached a village' may not be transformed into *...
bire yaklaştık.
Neither is the term "relative pronoun ki" (odnosna zajemnica ki, 168) a
good one. Ki should have been termed "relative conjunction/connector". In
the same section, in the sentence Bu oda ki (ondan) daha güzelini
bulamazsınız, denize bakıyor the word ondan is not a personal, but a
demonstrative pronoun (169).
As in Deny's descriptional grammar and in others, the etymology of a
few functional words that are usually treated in grammars is provided, e.g.
nasıl ~ ne asıl (154), öbürü ~ o biri (156), kimse ~ kim ise ne (157).
In the section on numerals, there is information on the use of such nouns
denoting number as rakam, sayı and numara (172). Here we learn how to
ca1culate (176), express the dayand time (178), write and pronounce dates
(179-81), as well as colloquial expressions like Beşinde 'on the 5th of this
month'.
In the paragraph dealing with apposition, Causevic draws attention to
such names as Avrupa Otel+i as opposed to Hotel Avrupa (125). This is the
subject of an ardent debate in Turkish prescriptive studies. The re ader must
remember that in Turkish streets you can often see such names as [hlamur
Sokak and [hlamur Sokağı side by side. To apposition, we may add
CauseviC' s remarks on phrases with a possessive-suffixed head, such as
azizim Orhan 'my dear Orhan' (130).
As in. other grammars, most space is devoted to the verb, which along
with its sub-classes (participles, verbal nouns and converbs (here: gerunds))
is distinguished by the most complicated system (215-399). To the verb, the
following morphological categories are ascribed and discussed: person,
number, voice and mood. Within this last category, Causevic describes
tenses in the indicative. The other moods' (i.e. imperative, optative, necessitative, conditional) are treated separately. To these, Causevic adds "the
other moods that express moda1 categories": conditiona1 modali,ty, resultative
or assertive (-Dir) and non-evidential (-ImIş, 300-6). One remark to the
semantic treatment of verbs: gülmek and oynamak are active, not passive
verbs (217).
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There is important information about 1st and 2nd person predicative
suffixes deleted in telephone conversation (195).
In CauseviC's classification, there are two present tenses, one -(/)yor and
the other -ro The former is said to be central among the Tur. tenses, for it
refers to situations that take place at the time of discourse and is deictic to
"now" (237). CauseviC's treatment of "the present -r" basically coincides
with the statements found in other traditionalgrammars. Notably, he says
that this form of the "present" encompasses three temporal spheres, having
in its domain "unlimited range of moments of occurring present, decoded by
the empirical cognition as duration, unreal or iterated present" (241). One
must observe at this point that if something could refer to all tenses, it does
not refer to any tense. This is a typical case of the lack of opposition in a
category. However, the traditional term present-future is good insomuch as
it refers to any non-past event. As in the case of other categories, the
semantic sub-classes of -r, i.e. "pantemporal", "gnomic or proverbial",
"future or prophetic" and "historic or narrative" are extensively exemplified.
Within "future and prophetic present", a few typical modal uses are
indicated: presumption, prediction, hope, expectation, promise, request,
desire, command, advice and deterrence.
The future -acak is contrasted with the present -r (253). The forms- miş
and -di are called perfect, where as -yordu is imperfect. In CauseviC's view,
the most characteristic feature of -miş is that the action/event has aiready
been accomplished and the speaker is not included in the process of action
(255), although it seems to the reviewer that in the sample sentences on p.
258, where the 1st SING and PL verb form of -miş are provided, the basic
grammatical meaning is not resultative, but modal, with a nuance of
uncertainty, distance. Thus the text Seni hiç görmemişim. İlk görürüm is to
be interpreted as "I think I have never seen you. it seems to me that I am
meeting you for the first time". The resultatiye would rather be conveyed by
-miştim, also in the sentence Buraya yirmi sene öncesine taşınmışız (~
taşınmıştık) "We had moved here 20 years before". This modification is in
conformity with point c) of the section in question. The form -mişti, called
plusquampelject, is said to express an action preceding another action (279).
it is contrasted with -di as expressing a state (282-83) and often being
passiyized. Another plusquamperject is -di + ydi. This is said to be coreferent with -mişti.
As for -(i)yordu, Causevic contrasts this form with -di (268), saying that
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it is used when an aetion has been interrupted or reiterated. -( I)yordu
expresses a non-eompleted aetion and opposes aspeetually -di whieh stands
for a eompleted actionlevent.
The progressive (ealled durative) -makta + PS (iterative meaning has not
been proved) and approximative -mak üzere + PS are said to be peripheral
indieative verb forms as theyare not derived from partieiples (286-88).
Causevic does not point out their stylistie value (these forms are speeifieally
written language forms). After the temporal forms, grouped together in the
large section on the indieative, the other moods are dealt with. The form -sin
is presented in two distinet. ehapters, as if it was an exponent of different
moods (imperative and optative, 291 and 292).
Analytic verb forms that express modality and aspeet are investigated in
the next section (306- 1O). it is followed by a section devoted to deseribing
the analytical-synthetie modality (310-12) and another section of "periphrastic forms whieh express aspeet and mood", i.e. participles with the
auxiliary 01-, e.g. -miş 01-; "maz ol ete. (312-17; it should be noted that the
distinetion between "periphrastie" and "analytieal" is not quite clear). These
forms are said to express aspeet and something which is vaguely formulated
as "charaeter or property of verbal aetion" (313; it is not clear what "real
eharaeter of verbal aetion" means in a sentenee like Dediğini anlamış
olu"orum 'I am going to understand what you are saying'). Yet CauseviC's
explanation of -miş ol- (resultative and eompletive) is aeeurate.
The infinitiye forms are subdivided into nominal, attributive, adverbial
and predieative (319). Causevic first diseusses attributive forms, that is
participles. Four basic participles are distinguished. I do not think that there
are any grounds to treat -(y)an and -(/)yor in eorrelation, as is done here
(319). Moreover, -r as a participle is not produetive any longer and should
rather be treated as an adjeetive. Very fine and detailed notes are given on the
distribution of the passivized and non-passivized -acak (322-23).
Verbal nouns in CauseviC' s grammar are as follows: -mak, -ma, -maklık,
-(y)iş and -(y)acak. The summary of morphosyntaetie properties of these
forms is presented in a matrix (330).
The eonverbs (ealled gerunds) are subdivided into gerunds of mood
(semelfaetive: -(y)arak, -madan and frequentive -(y)a) and time (anterior
-(y)alı, -(y)ınca and parallel -iken). The eonverb -(y)ip is said to be
unmarked, sinee it refers to the time, mood, person and number of eorrelating finite or infinite predieates (373; though some examples are provided
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to demonstrate that this converb may be non-correlated with the basic
predicate, 378-79). The exemplification of correlation is very clear, e.g.
Turgut'u arabadan inerken gördüm 'I saw Turgut when he was getting out
of the car' : Arabadan inerken Turgut'u gördüm 'I saw Turgut while I was
getting off the car' (393). In addition to normal gerunds, Causevic discusses
eight so-called quasi gerunds as converb-like forms. These are: madan
önce/evvel, -mazdan önce; -maksızın; -casına; -r ... -maz; -dıkta; -dıktan
sonra; -dıkça; -dıktan başka. There is one inconsistency here. Notably, the
other gerunds, called quasi gerunds (e.g. -dikçe) in other places are referred
to as normal gerunds (e.g. 376). The same is true of -madan which is once a
quasi gerund (394), once a gerund (383).
The chapter on syntax is very short in comparison with morphology: 76
to 393 pages respectively, but the morphology section contains a lot of
information on syntax. For example, attributive phrases are discussed in the
section devoted to adjectives (138-143). Thus, there are adjectives with
determiners (pek, çok, daha, biraz 'very; many, much; some') postpositional
nouns (dağ kadar (büyük) 'as great as ahilI; hill-sized'), plus case suffixed
nouns (kanuna uygun 'legal; lawfuI' etc.
In the section on syntax, syntagms come first. Theyare subdivided into
verbaL, nominal, adjectival and adverbial, according the position of the head
(451). Then Causevic outlines the main syntactemes (452-62) and touches
various specific problems related to them. Word order is either neutral;
Subject, Adverbial, Object, Verb which may be extended with further
elements (463); or is dependent on the informational structure of sentence,
i.e. topic-comment and theme-rheme. It is also affected by definiteness
(464). Compound sentences are subdivided into syndetic, asyndetic,
synthetic conditional (this term may be ambiguous) and morphosyntactic
subordinate clauses (478). Some space is devoted to direct speech
introduced by the verb de- 'to say' (485-86). Although the author claims that
direct speech mayaıso be introduced by the verb söyle- , it is not true. In
fact he gives no example of a sentence with söyle-o
As said above, the author advocates the traditional linguistic approach of
European structural description, but is well familiar with other linguistic
methods of analysis. This grammar seems to link various tendencies together
in the following way: a traditional heading with modem findings under it.
The traditional approach is convenient for practical purposes, since it has
been taught to students for many generations and this may be the reason the
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author decided to choose it.
The traditional description has, however, İts drawbacks. it is designed to
c1assify linguistic unİts and then desribe their functions. The more detailed a
grammar is the more the units are c1assifıed into smailer and smailer groups,
and the more difficult it is to be consistent. This is particularly hard to
achieve if various substantial group s are crossed by similar or identical
semantic features. AIso in this book semantic categories such as number,
ovedap with semantic-Iexical categories such as noun. As a result, we find
adverbs, e.g. sabahları '(in the) morning'; numerals, e.g. binlerce
'thousands'; verbal forms e.g. gelenler 'those who come'; and
demonstrative pronouns e.g. bunlar 'these' under the heading "category of
number" (62-67) wİthin the major section of "noun". The same is true with
some other categories, e.g. case suffixation of personal pronouns is
mentioned in the noun section (79), but discussed in detail in the section on
pronouns (149). On presenting the uses of ablative, the author discusses
such distinct categories like defıniteness (Hasan en iyi işçilerindendir 'Hasan
is one of the best workers', 90), adverbial (yeniden 'again; repeatedly') and
nominal derivatives(toptancılık 'wholesale' , 89).
According to the title, this is a grammar of the modem language and
obsolate forms are left out of the study. However, sometimes we find old
suffixes, words and prosodic featur~s. Here are some examples of historical
functional words (termed archaic), e.g. nice in the sense of 'how' (155),
velev ... , velev ... whether ... or ... ' (497), vakta ki 'while' (500). AIso the
verbs eylemek and kılmak are not normaily used in the modem Turkish
language. Thus they should have been qualified as archaic/dated/formaL.
These verbs only occur in a few expressions, in archaic texts and prayers.
Causevic makes an attempt to provide the Croatian reader with practical
hints on how to use Turkish in paragraphs in which the author contrasts
equivalent constructions in both languages, e.g. Croatian Bolesniku je lose
(the sick-DAT is bad): Tur. Hasta kötüdür. In the section on ablative noun
suffixes, Causevic first shows how to transIate ablative phrases into
Croatian (87).
In many paragraphs, the reader wiil find cases which are often exceptions
to the rules, as weil as idioms and expressions like çene çalmak 'to chat'
(211). The grammar also discusses a few rare constructions often neglected
by the literature, e.g. -maktaki, e.g. Bu parayı vermekteki amacımız... 'Our
aim to donate these funds ... ' (334).
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Translations are exact as far as possible. In some instances, the author
translates a word/phrase approximatively, as (94) ... dedi "reee" (diyor)
instead of "rekao je". However, the Turkish nominal phr~se yol boyunca ...
(103) should be translated " ... duz puta" and not " ... duz rijeke". it is
interesting that nowadays the Bosnian capital is called by the Turks
Saraybosna, whereas Causevic prefers calling it by the Bosnian name
Sarayeva.
The book is neatly written and the number of mistakes . ~ insignificant.
Below there is a list of a few printing errors noticed in the book:
>
İskoçya
36 Iskoçya
45 v'isne
vişne
>
70 sapka+lı
şapka+lı
>
84 almanca
Almanca (the author applies spelling with small
>
letters, which is dated, throughout his book,
so there is also türkçe (104); the same with
month names, 179 - 180);
108 vişine
vişne (although this may be a colloquial
>
pronunciation)
kapçe kulak
>
kepçe kulak
122 işçIeri
>
işçileri
161 the pattem word is öbür+kü, in the sample öbürki(+ni)
171 yetimiş yedi
>
yetmiş yedi
>
götürdük
205 götüdük
>
Herkes
242 Herkse
>
uyku
280 uyuku
>
farketmiştim
282 fakrketmiştim
288 yılbaşi
>
yılbaşı
297 etiliye
etliye
>
327 and 383 sulannda >
sıralannda
335 hırsız
hırsız
>
3380lmumlu
olumlu
>
374 -(y)ali
-(y)ah
>
381 kulanınız
kullanınız
>
383 -makızın
-maksızın
>
391 büyüz
büyük
>
477 anacak
ancak
>
509 kandi
kendi
>
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530 Studies of modern Turkish; the title of this book is Studies on modern
Turkish
546 HANGIÜ
>
HANGIİ

References and cross-references make the grammar swift and easy to use.
There are only a few mistakes in them e.g. the forms -miş + dir referred to
on p. 254 as to be found in paragraph 785, are in fact placed in paragraph
786 of the same section.
In conelusion, we may say that despite the corrections made in this artiele
and some criticisim, this 'is the best grammar of Modern Turkish ever
written. With its detailed explanations, put in a pragmatic setting, a good
index and cross-references, this comprehensive grammar wiıı be a very
helpful reference book to anybody with a command of one of South Slavic
languages (mainly Serb, Croatian, but also Slovenian). Perhaps the best in
this book is the very fine analysis of semantic and syntactic structures done
with respect to the relevant issues and notions of modem Turkish linguistics,
such as anaphora, discourse analysis, text coherence, switch reference and
many others. In some eelectic way, these properties merge with the concepts
of traditional, structural grammar. This reviewer can warmly recommend
CauseviC' s book both to students of Turkish and professional scholars.
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